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#B012 Don’t Open This Book

DIFFICULTY ●●○

Approximate Time of Project: 1 - 2 Days

MATERIALS
 
Balloon
Air dry clay
Blue fabric
Blue stick on felt
Blue, black, brown, gold, white paint
Deco foam ball
Elastic
Black chenille sticks
Blue cotton
Glue sticks
Fairy Floss fill

EQUIPMENT
 
Rolling pin
Paint brushes
Craft knife
Glue gun
Fabric scissors
Sewing machine
Pins
Masking tape

STEPS
1. Remove the air dry clay from the bucket and knead 
it into a ball on a non stick surface. Using a rolling pin 
that is covered in cling film roll out the air dry clay into 
a circle.

2. Blow a balloon to the size you want the head to be 
and tie a knot. Place the balloon on a cylinder on in a 
bowl to stop it from rolling away.

 3. Flip the air dry clay onto the balloon and press down 
gently and smooth it out until the balloon is covered.

4. Set aside to dry for 24 hours.

5. Once the air dry clay is dry you can deflate the 
balloon and remove it from the head.

6. Using masking tape, stick it around the 
circumference of the head to dived the head from the 
trousers. Paint it blue from the masking take upwards 
and brown from the masking tape downwards. Paint 
the black belt with the gold buckle and the black 
mouth with the white teeth.

Make eyes, eyebrows and ears

1. Using a craft knife, cut a deco foam ball in half and 
paint a black pupil in the center of both eyes and hot 
glue them onto the head.

2. Using black chenille sticks to make the eyebrows is 
folding, twisting and curving until you get the desired 
shape. Hot glue  the eyebrows above the eyes balls.

3. Cut a piece of chenille stick and wrap it in blue stick 
on felt to create the ears. Bend them to the desired 
shape and hot glue them above the eyebrows.

Make the arms

1. Make a template of a arm as long as you would like it 
to be and pin it onto blue fabric and cut it out. Sew the 
arms leaving the top part open and fill them up with 
fairy floss fill.

2. Cut out shapes of finger nails using blue stick on felt 
and stick them to the hands.

3. Using a craft knife, cut out holes on both sides of the 
head to place the arms through. Pull the arms through 
the hole and hot glue them into place.

4.Attach a piece of elastic with hot glue on both sides 
of the head and then its ready to wear like a hat.    


